Dear Parents,

Your child will need the following items ready to commence school on Thursday 29th January 2015. The curriculum fee covers exercise books, text books, art/craft materials.

Please ensure all personal items and clothing are clearly labelled.

1 USB
1 pkt lined A4 paper
Pens – red, blue, black
Ruler 30min with mm marking
Lead Pencils HB (at least 4 per term) - thicker triangular pencils or a pencil grip if required

4 Pencil rubber
Sharpener & catcher
Coloured Pencils
4 – 6 coloured highlighters
Textas
1 pencil case
1 small pencil case
Calculator
4 x Glue sticks
Scissors
Paint shirt
1 Clipboard
2 x Plastic display folder
1 pkt Whiteboard markers
1 pkt (100) plastic sleeves

Thank you

Year 3 & 4 Teachers